
Conference Agenda
June 24,2015  Batumi, Georgia

09:30 – 10:00           Registration of Candidates

10:00 – 11:00           Plenary: Letting Go  - Steve Taylore-Knowles

11:15 – 12:15           Workshops (4 Groups)

12:15 – 13:15           Lunch Break

13:15 – 14:15           Plenary: Personalisation: what does it mean in practice? - Malcolm Mann 

14:30 – 15:30         Workshops (4 Groups)         

15:30 – 16:30             Plenary: In a World of Pure Imagination - Fiona Mauchline 

16:30 – 17:00           Closing and Raffle              
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Talk Details and Biodata

Steve Taylore-Knowles 

Planary: Letting Go

  Becoming better at English is about so much more than just learning the meaning of more words and 
phrases and more grammatical structures. Our students need to make a difficult transition, from being 
dependent learners to becoming independent learners. They need to move from a reliance on us as the source 
of all knowledge and wisdom towards taking responsibility for their own learning. But it can also be a difficult 
transition for us as teachers! We need to learn to let go and allow our learners more independence. We’ll look 
at what that means in practice and how we can do it in gradual, controlled ways.

Workshop: Beyond Belief: What do you and your students believe about language 
learning?

  We and our students walk into the classroom with all kinds of belief about learning a language. These 
range from beliefs about the English language itself to beliefs about the learning process and how it 
‘should’ work. We’ll look at one or two examples of how language learning is portrayed in popular culture. 
Then we’ll explore our own beliefs together and consider how making our beliefs and our students’ beliefs 
explicit can help us gain insights into what is happening in our classrooms.

Malcolm Mann 

Planary: Personalisation: what does it mean in practice?

  ‘Personalisation’ in ELT means different things to different people. In this session, we’ll explore the 
different aspects of the concept, why we might want and need to personalise, and what personalisation 
might mean in practice – both from the perspective of the teacher and the student – particularly in classes of 
teenagers predominantly preparing for exams. We’ll look at how much it’s achievable within and outside the 
coursebook, whether that’s coming from a position of frustration at deficiencies in materials (coursebooks, 
etc), a desire to consolidate and extend existing materials, or a desire to bring our classroom work closer to 
our students’ own lives and experiences.

Workshop: Using Rebuses to Help Develop and Consolidate Vocabulary

  Rebuses are graphic representations of language. They’re great fun, and very simple for teachers and 
students to create. If they’re combined with an understanding of some of the key fundamental concepts 
behind why we say what we do, particularly in terms of metaphor, phrasal verbs and idioms, they can help 
students enormously with their lexical development. We’ll look at different types of rebus, and focus on 
practical and simple ways to incorporate them into our vocabulary teaching.  



Fiona Mauchline 

Planary : In a World of Pure Imagination

  Teaching teenagers is a lot more than just methodology and materials, and one of the key challenges 
teachers face is helping teen learners to overcome some of the difficulties which weave together to form 
walls affecting – or even blocking - creative ability and self-expression. “I have no imagination” is a 
frequent defence mechanism, part of the wall, but if you show them how to break through it and develop 
their creativity, you’ll give them a life skill they can use in and beyond the English classroom. In this 
plenary, we’ll access your imagination and play with some ideas you can take back and use in your classes. 
To quote Willy Wonka / Gene Wilder “There is no life I know that compares to pure imagination; living 
there, you’ll be free if you truly wish to be”.

Workshop: Developing Cultural Awareness with Teens

  With an increasing focus on culture - and Culture – in ELT, this practical workshop will look at ways of 
solving the conundrum of how to make this trend engaging and motivating for contemporary teens. We’ll 
be looking at different sources and resources, and at motivating, engaging ways to use them to bring 
culture – and Culture – into the Secondary classroom.  

Nick Goode 

Workshop: Online Support for your Teaching

  In this talk we will look at the internet as a source of inspiration for the classroom. We will look at some 
of the excellent Macmillan materials available online, some paid-for but mostly free of charge, and discuss 
how best to make the most of these in a classroom context. In particular we will look at the some of the 
resources which have been created specifically for Georgian teachers, including the new Home School 
Connect project.
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Nick Goode

Nick Goode is the Regional Manager of Central Europe for Macmillan Education. Based in 
London, England he travels frequently both for work and in his free time. He has 
previously worked as an English Language teacher in Prague, Czech Republic and more 
recently in Seville, Spain teaching adult learners in various companies around the city. 

Steve Taylore-Knowles 

Steve has been involved in ELT for over 20 years as a teacher, examiner, trainer and author. 
He holds BA (Hons) and MA degrees from the University of Warwick and is a Licentiate of 
Trinity College, London (Dip TESOL). 
His most recent courses, published by Macmillan, are Open Mind (2014) and the American 
English Mind series. He has also written a number of other successful courses including Laser 
and Destination. 
He served on the Executive Board of TESOL Greece and regularly speaks on various aspects 
of English Language Teaching at conferences and events around the world. He has now 
relocated to his home county of Lancashire in the north-west of England, where he lives with 
his wife and young daughter. He regularly speaks on various aspects of ELT at conferences and 
events around the world and enjoys the fact that his work takes him to so many diverse places. 
When he’s not working Steve tries to find time to go fishing and learn golf. 

Fiona Mauchline 

Fiona has worked in ELT for over 25 years and is a teacher, teacher trainer and materials 
writer based in Cáceres, Spain. She regularly trains teachers in Spain and France, and has 
also trained in Italy, Portugal, Palestine and Turkey. She is the co-author of two courses 
for secondary schools (including Interface, also known as Motivate!), and has written 
materi-als for several others, including Voices and Straightforward. She is the author of 
the online booklet Using Graded Readers in the Classroom (Macmillan), co-curates 
ELTpics, and has four blogs, including Macappella and Take a photo and…, both on the 
ELT classroom.

Malcolm Mann 

Malcolm Mann is an English language teacher and materials writer. He is the author of 
numerous ELT courses, including the Laser and Destination series (both co-authored with 
Steve Taylore-Knowles, and published by Macmillan). Malcolm lives and works in Greece, 
where he holds joint responsibility for the production of the L.A.A.S. English language 
exams. He is a former Chairperson of TESOL Greece. In his spare time, he’s a partner in a 
bike shop and a cafe/bar in Athens.

Contact Info:  English Book in Georgia
EBG Bookshop, Chavchavadze N14, Tbilisi,Georgia. 
EBG Headquarters, Didi digomi, 3 m/r, 
Nestan-darejani St. Tbilisi, Georgia 
+995 32 230 85 50   |   0322 00 12 44 
englishbookteam@englishbook.ge
www.englishbook.ge |  www.onlinebookshop.ge
facebook:English Book in Georgia
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